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TT No.095: 27/04/05 Ground/Club Focus: Stephen Harris - Oxhey Jets SML1)  

Tuesday 26 April 2005; Oxhey Jets 5-1 Winslow United; Spartan South Midlands 

League - Division I; Att: c.90; programme issued. 

Oxhey Jets are an up-and-coming club, promoted to the Spartan League last 

summer after dominating the Herts Senior for a few years. They have lagged a bit 

behind Biggleswade United for most of this season, but suddenly find themselves 

top of the table, already promoted to the Premier Division and tonight playing for 

the championship. 

The club are based in a very anonymous suburb, somewhere in the no-man’s land 

between London and Watford.  But the venue is decent enough, and all pretty 

new. The ground is situated alongside a modern indoor sports centre and opened 

just 4 years ago.  It is rather open as yet, with no trees established, and several 

people chose to watch the game for free through the fence. 

Those of us who paid £4 (for entry and a basic programme) found a railed-off pitch 

with hard standing along the near side which was several feet below the level of 

the entrance. Most of this side consists of grass banking, but in the centre are two 

new Arena-type stands containing about 100 blue seats. These are set well above 

pitch level on raised concrete bases and so were much more usable than at many 

clubs where they are sited too low for comfort. Alongside is a small two step 

terrace area giving a good view of the action.  The rest of the ground is 

undeveloped. I walked around and found a pathway to the dugouts on the far side 

when going around one end, but got wet feet coming back the other way. Needless 

to say, the entire crowd of around 90 gathered in the area around the stands. 

Winslow United were no pushovers. Lying in sixth place in the table they gave Jets 

a good game, keeping it to 2-1 at half time and holding out well into the second 

half before letting in a flood of goals at the end.  For a while it looked as if nerves 

might get to Oxhey and there was a mad ten minutes when the referee had to 

show half a dozen yellow cards, banish the home manager to the stand and send 

off an away player. But sense prevaild and there was no real rough stuff. 

The final whistle blew just as the heavens opened and the players cracked open a 

bottle of champagne on the pitch to a backdrop of thunder and lightning.  
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